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1. IIntrod uction
In this paper we derive a symplectic deescription for systems in continuum mecir:hanics and
a representation of the coresponding dpynamics by exact one forms on a b~l'dy-;'manifold.
In order to formulate the weak balance-e la"\\""S
for the motion we start with iliee principle
of virtual work and obtain thereby a S generalization of the Hamiltonian appnI7oach.
This
makes it possible to include also non-hy:yperelastic media into the Hamilto~ption.
For our considerations the virtual work.:rfunctional is given in a very genem fmarm, i.e. we
need not impose any restrictions on the~ constitutive laws. It allows in partico1lar.r to include
an arbitrary non-linear and non-Iocal cCDnstitutive behavior of the material im: vmew.
In the symplectic framework we study thne effect of the group of rigid translatimmns by means
of the Marsden- Weinstein reduction witith respect to that group. Thereby the deieformation
gradient appears as a natural geometrie:; object on the reduced phase space_ Orr:1 the other
hand the existence of a stress tensor can s.shown to be a consequence of a (rigid)mEaIlSlational
invarianee for a general virtual work.. In.:l contrast to the classieal approaches 110 ,,',contmuum
dynamics, we need not to impose any loocality assumptions to find the stress :;en.ssor of such
a system.
On the redueed phase space the balanCff:elaw for the system turns into a ~a.k..--( equation,
whieh relates the dynamics of the deformation gradient to the stress tensor. RlffiIi'lJarkablywe
can describe this balance law by a differe::entialequation on the level of exact /Rn v-valued one
forms on the body manifold. By a furthe=r differentiation this implies the cl~
equations
of continuum dynamies as weU as appronpriate boundary eonditions for the stres=55.
The mathematieal framework for the killnematics of a continuous medium iE pre--esented in
section 2. We deseribe its dynamical beehayior in terms of smooth eurves 0: err:mbed.dings
and consider
E(M, N) := { J:.;.\1 --

X

IJ

is a C=-

embedding

}

(1.1 ),

as the configuration space. Here the boody 1\1 is a smooth orientable compa.ct:":manllold
with boundary and the smooth Riernannnian manifold N deseribes the ambie:rt s-space, the
body moves in. The set E(M, N) is endaowed with the C=-topology and hen:e ~
infinite
dimensional manifold.
A Riemannian structure on M is induceed from a fixed metric (, ) on N via pu!1bsack of the
configuration J and yields a corespondinng Riemannian volume form j.L( J). V\"i1;~ a density
map p: E(M, N) ~ COO(M, IR), whiciLEsatisfies the continuity equation with:reespect that
induced volume form we obtain a (con:fig:guration independent) weak RiemannTan;J structure
on E(M,N) written by
--- -- - -

8(J)(L,K):=

V L,KE

!MP(J)(L:..,K)P(J)

TJE(M,N)

(1.2):-

The symplectie form WN on TN, deterrrmined by the metrie (,), yields a syn::pleteclic form
on T E(M, N), whieh coresponds to the ~Jlletric 8 and reads as

VX, Y E r(TE(M~~Y))\)

1

(1.3).

Aremarkable properties of these geometric quantities on the configuration space E(M, N)
is to be invariant under all isometries of the ambient manifold N.
In section 3 we formulate the principle of virtual work, in the context of (the infinitedimensional manifold) E(M, N). Therefore we define the work funetional as a smooth
map :F: T E(M, N) ~ IR suchthat the restriction :F[J] = FITJE(M,N) is a linear map for
each configuration J. Hs value on some L JET J E( M, N) has the physical interpretation
as the work done by the system under that virtual displacement.
For the special case N = IR none has TJE(M, IR n) '" COO(M, IR n) and the virtual work
principle [Mau,AnOs] determines the motion via

~IT=tB(JT)(VT,L)

=

(1.4),

:F[Jtl(L)

where Vi E TJe E(M, IR n) is the velocity field, coresponding to the curve Jt. We present
a generalization of this dynamics to an arbitrary manifold N can be given and show how
it can be understood as a generalized Hamiltonian motion on the symplectic manifold
(TE(M,N),WB).
Therefore we need not restrict ourselves to a hyperelastic medium; for
that special case the motion becomes Hamiltonian in the usual sense, with DU(J)(L)
=
-:F[J](L) for a smooth potential U: E(M,N) ~ IR.
.
In all furt her investiga~i9nswe consider N = IR n, equipped with a fixed scalar product,
and restrict the form of the virtual work by demanding a special L2-rep~esentation for the
linear functional given by

:F[J](L)=

[

1M

(<I>[J),L)/L(J)+

[ (<p[J],L)/L8(J)
IBM

(1.5).

The physical interpretation of <I>
: E(Al, IR n) ~ COO(M, IR n) is to represent the sum of the
external body forces and the unbalanced constitutive force density and 'P : E(M, IR n) ~
COO( 8M, IR n) charaeterizes the traction force density, caused by internal effects on boundary of the embedded body, and the external contaet force density. We remark that such
a description of :F allows for an arbitrary non-linearand non-local constitutive behavior.
On a real motion Jt the boundary force densities have to cancel each other, i.e. (1.4) is
consistent only for <p[Jt] = O.
In section 4 we study the effect of the group IR n of rigid translations aeting by J 1-+ J + Z.
To characterize the system under this group action we call a virtual work functional IR n_
invariant, if
._--~

:F(J](Z) = 0

:F[J +Z](L)

=

:F[J](L)

._--- - -"_.- -

.~

VJ E E(M,IRn)
VJ E E(M,IRn)

VL E COO(M,IR n)

(1.6a)
(1.6b)

holds for all Z E IR n~(L6a) points out that the (integrated) total-fol'ce on theembedding
body vanishes for any configuration and (1.6b) expresses the homogeneity of the ambient
space IR n. Since the constitutive quality of amaterial should only depend on the interna!
distances (and orientations) between the points of the embedded body, it is a physically
reasonable assumption that (at least) the interna! part of any virtual work is IR n-invariant.
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Applying the Marsden- Weinstein reduction with respect to the action of the translation
group on the phase space T E( M, IR n) we get for the moment um map

.1(VJ) =

1M p(J)VJ

(1.7).

p(J)

Considered physicaliy .1(VJ) represents the total moment um II of the moving body. To
divide out the isotropy group, which is IR n for each orbit, we introduce the center of mass

SJ:=

IM p(J).]

(1.8),

p(J)

such that [J] E E(M, IR n)/ IR n is visualized by the relative configuration Jo = ] - SJ.
Hence an IR n -invariance of the virtual work determines the dynamies on the reduced phase
space .1-1(Il)/ IR n by fixing the center of mass and the total momentum of the moving
continuum.
The geometrie foundations, needed to describe the dynamies on .1-1 (Il)/ IR n, are studied
in section 5. For eaeh tangent vector L E TJE(M,IRn)
one has a decomposition with

CL E IRn

IMP(J)

and

(Lo,Z)Jl(J)

=0

vi E lRn

6-.-9),

such that an element of .1-1(II)/lRn
is (uniquely) represented by a the pair (Jo, Vo).
Alternatively sueh points are determined as pairs of differentials by (dJ; dV), where dJ
ean be identified with deformation gradient in classical eontinuum mechanies and dV is its
time derivative. The metric B on TE(M,IRn)
induces on J-1(II)/IRn
a metric

= 1M p(dJ)

(Ko, Lo) ll(dJ)

(1.10)

and a eoresponding symplectic form, denoted bywJB.
we observe that the boundary value problem

For an alternative description of lB

JB (dK, dL)

p( dJ)Ko

= Ö",

d", = 0

and

",(.IV) = 0

(1.11),

has a unique solution, with Ö : A1(M, IR n) -+ CXl(M, IR n) for the co-differential on M
and.IV for a the normal vector on ßM. Using Stoke's theorem we then obtain

(1.12',
were M is a C=(M, 1R)-valued product on the space of alllR n-valued one forms on M.
In view of the virtual work funetional on the reduced phase we prove that any IR n-invariant
one form r :T E(M, IR n) -+ IR, obeying (1.5) accordingly, can be represented by

r[dJ](dL)

=

IM M(d'H{dJ],dL)

3

p(dJ)

(1.13).

_~-_

..

1i[dJ) E COO( M; lHR n) is an 1R n -valued function, solving thße Neumann problem !:11i
with d1i(N) = !.p, \'which has an integrability condition equilTvalent to (1.6a).

.._----_._----~.-

=~
.

Section 6 is concenmed with the dynamies on the reduced phha....<:e
space. We apply (1.13) to
the internal virtuahl work;PJ and by this establish the norionn of the stress form a'H[dJ]:=
dH[dJ). Neglecting.;; the effed of external body fore es the i:::mduced Hamiltonian dynamies
on :J-l(IT)/lR n yie.elds

for the equation of:f motion, with <pcont[dJ) denoting the deEnSity of external contact forces.
Comparing this dy.ynamics to the classical formulation. the.e stress form a'H[dJ] is to be
identified by settinJ.3.gA 'H[dJ) = a'H[dJ]o(T J)-1 ",;th the Caauchy stress tensor in a material
representation ..
In contrast to stanci.dard approaehes to continuum dynamics.:which need to use some locality
arguments to estabblish the notion of a stress tensor, our conc;;:struction allows for an arbitrary
.non-Iocally constitnutive behav;or of the system. Another=:-remarkabIe- feature<>f (1.14) is
to allow for a gauuge freedom in representing the stress i.:in terms of different one form'
a[dJ) = a1i[dJ) +-'- ß[dJ] on TM or by the coresponding . Cauchy tensor Ä.[dJ] without
changing the physiüca1 content of that equation.
In section 7 we ~ve
up the covariant formulation and cderive a Iocal balance law on
:J-l(IT)/IR n. To ,-:do so we solve the elliptic problem (L.11) for the inertia force field
p(dJ)Vo, aecompann);ng a motion and denote the solution i.:oy ;",;(dJ). Representing 1B appropriately, i.e. by ; (1.12), we obtain with a standard Iocalizzation procedure

(1.15)
for the dynamies ODn the reduced phase space. The divergeI:llce of this equation - rewritten
it in the spatial rep'presentation - then yields
(1.16).
For simple bodies dhe term !:1J vanishes and (1.16) coincide=s with the standard equation of
continuum dynamicics; for shells or rods, however, this tennr--reflects - as the mean curvature
- the special geomeetry obtained by embedding a body witlill a nonvanishing co-dimension.
Finally we observe-e that the-globalequation
(1.14) also c.ha.ro-acterizesthe behavior on {JM,
by enforcing the sy,ystem to obey traction boundary conditirions
dH[dJ](Af)

= <pcont[dJJ

(1.17).

In section 8 we illllilstrate our results by an application to n;wo simple cases :
First we study line:ear e1astieity by writing for the virtual WiYorkfunctional
lFlin[dJ](dL)

= 1M M(C
4

0

dJ oc"d1I.L) p(dJ)

(1.18)

where the map C : M -+ GL(n) and the bundle endomorphism c E End(TM)
both are
smooth and configuration independent. The coresponding dynamics is given by
(1.19),
where (C 0 dJt 0 clex denotes the exact part of the one form in view. For a homogeneous
material this yields a modified wave equation of the form

p[dJt]

~I
T=t

VT =

t'::J. C Jt

where t'::J..c denotes the Laplacian, with respect to the induced metric (CodJoc)*(,)
On the other hand we consider the virtual work form

lFp[dJ](dL)

= 1M p[dJ]

M (dJ, dL) j1.(dJ)

(1.20),
on M.
I

•

(1.21),

where p[dJ] : M -+ IR is a smooth map. lFp can be understood as the continuum analogon
of the Gibbs form 1T dV in classical thermodynamics. We note that it need not be integrable,
but the analysis on E(M,JR n}presents a simple criterion to check this. In any case the
generalized Hamiltoniap formalism, yields for the dynamics on the reduced phase space

(1.21)
We terminate the paper by two appendices :
One, presenting details on the topology and geometry of the bundle Ak(M, TN) of TN
valued differential forms on M, whieh gives the analytic base for our studies.
The second refers to the Laplace operators and the associated Neumann problem for functions on M, which is needed for the construction of WJB as weIl as for the representation
of the virtual work in terms of d1l[dJ].

2. Kinematic of bodies on the manifold E(M,N)
In this paper we describe the mechanical properties of a continuous medium in terms of
embeddings of a Riemannian manifold, as presented e.g. in [HuMa]. For the the ambient
space of these embeddings we take a connected oriented Coo-manifold N which carnes a
Riemannian structure

- --

(,.) :TNxNTN-~

IR

(2.1).

With T 1TN : T2 N -+ T N for the tangentmapüftne-caiioiiicalprojection
we crefu1e-oy-- V(T N) := kerneT 1TN) C T2 N the vertical bundle of N. Then the covariant derivative with
respect to the Levi-Civita connection of the metric ( , ) yields a smooth projection from
T2 N to V(T N), which allows to determine the vertical component yvert of any vector
Y E T2N.
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/

The manif.old N plays the r.ole .of the physical space, in which the def.ormable medium
m.oveSj it will be either an Euklidean space IR n .or s.ome c.onstraint set in IR n.
On the .other hand we describe the material pr.operties .ofthe medium .on a c.ompact Coo_
manifüld with b.oundary, called the b.ody manifüld M. P.oints .of M are referred t.o as
material p.ointsj they manifest themselves by their c.onfigurati.ons iri the ambient physical
space N. By a c.onfigurati.on (.or placement) .ofthe büdy we then mean a smooth embedding
J : M -4 N (where dimN ~dimM = r ) and call

E(M, N) := { J : M

--+

N I J is a Coo_ embedding

}

(2.2)

the cünfigurati.on space .of the system. Since the set COO(M, N) üf sm.o.oth maps £rüm M
int.o N, end.owed with Whitney's COO-t.op.ol.ogy,
is a Frechet manifüld (cf.[BSFJ) and since
E(M, N) is .open in COO(M, N), the c.onfigurati.on space is a Frechet manif.old, t.o.o.
Via pull-back by an embedding J we get an induced Riemannian structure .on M, given
by
m(J)(X,Y):=

(TJ(X),TJ(Y)}

VX,Y

(2.3),

E f(TM)

which alsü yields a Riemannian yolume element /-L(J) .on M. Furthermüre it mak~~ sense
tü intrüduce the püsitively üriented (üutward püinting) unite nürmal field - denüted by
N - .on the büundary DM C M and übserve that /-La ( J) := iN'/-L( J) becümes a naturally
induced vülume element .on DM. Clearly N depends .on the cünfigurati.on J.
We call a smoüth map L : M --+ TN with 1rN 0 L = f E COO(M, N) a "vectür field alüng
the map f". Für a fixed f, the set üf all such "vectür fields alüng f" is a Frechet space,
alsü equipped with the COO-tüp.ol.ogy,which is denüted by CI(M, TN). This is precise1y
the tangent space TfCOO(M, N), hence the tangent bundle TcooU'1'1,N) is identified with

COO(M,TN).
Then the tangent bundle T E(M, N) bec.omes an .open submanif.old üf COO(M, T N), fibred
üver E(M, N) by "cümpositiün with 1rN", i.e.

TE(M,N)

'" C'E(M,TN)

Für the special case N = IR

n

=

{L: M ~

TN

I1rN

0

L E E(M,N)

}

(2.4).

the bundle T N is trivial and we have

(2.5).
Für the nüti.on .of the tangent space .of any manifüld - finite ür infinite dimensiünal we remark that there are twü cünstructions. püssiblej either by linearizati.on üf maps ür
by differentiation üf curves .on this manifold. Physically this reflects the .observatiün that
püints in T E(M, N) will appear under tw.odifferent circumstances :
Either in the cüntext üf variati.onal principles, where L E TJE(M, N) receives the physical
interpretati.on üf a virtual displacement .ofthe coIifigurati.onJ E B(M, N), .or as velü~ity
fields describing the evolution üf embeddings. Therefüre we c.onsider J. : (-A, A) -4 E(M
)
smüüth curve .ofembeddings and .obtain

6

.
aE a.

~ Ir=t Jr

=:

Vi E TJIE(M, N)

(2.6)

as the time depeendent Yelocity field on the deformable body. Usually in continuum dynamics such kind of 'velocity field, given in terms of a veetor field over a map (the configuration
Jt) is referred tao as the velocity in the Lagrangian description. In thespatial (Eulerian)
pietures, the comesponding field is a (proper) veetor field on this image space Jt( M) C N,
given by Vt := VVt o Jt-l and the convective velocity Vt E r(TM) becomes Vt := (T Jt)-loVi
with T Jt : TM --+ T N for the tangent map of Jt•
As a further entitity to describe the kinematics of a body we need to introduce the not ion
of a (Frechet-) smnooth density map p: E(M,N) -+ COO(M,JR). By assumption p(J) is a
positive valued fiunction and its integral overM yields the total mass rn of the body, i.e.

1M p( J) p(J)

==

(2.7)

rn

for any con.fi.gunration J E E(M, N). Fixing a reference configuration JR E E(M, N) we
may identify sonme positive valued Junetion eE COO(M,JR),obeying
eJl(JR)
rn
with tlie- referennce density, i~e. p(
g~ 1'0 e~rend- this density.onto all of E(M,ilf
we obsern that ~ there is for any J E E( M, N) a bundle map j : TM -+ TM such that
m(J)(j2 X, Y) = m(JR)(X,
Y) for all X, Y E r(TM). Then we chose p(J) := det(j)'p(JR)'
We remark that.: Jor classical approaches to continuum mechanics a description in terms of
the reference d~nsity p( JR) is preferred. Here we use the configuration dependent density
p( J) since it is . of an intrinsic geometri~~ nature and therefore is accessible to discuss
deformations of cdensities analytically. Denoting by D the derivate on the Frechet-manifold
E(M, N) such pi. J) balances the configuration dependence of the volume p( J) by requiring

IM

J~r:-~

Jl(J7) Dp(J)(L)

= - p(J) Dp(J)(L)

=-

1

2" p(J)trm(J)Dm(J)(L)

(2.8),

where L E TJEfJ,M, N) is arbitrary and tr m(J) denotes the trace formed with respect to
the metric m(J) ... If dimN = dimM this yields the continuity equation

Dp(J)(L)

=

-p(J)div

(2.9).

Il(J)L

The Riemaoniann volume p(J), the coresponding density p(J) and the metric (, ) on N
induces a (weak):) Riemannian structure 8 on E(M, N) by setting for any J E-E(M, N)

H(i.{J)(L, K)

:=

1M (!(J) (~,lf)~(J)_

V L,K

E, TJ

E(M',N)

Clearly 8(J) is __acontinuous,--symmetrie,p0sitive-definite--bilinear-form.
feature of that rrmetric B ii its (rather obvious) invariance property:'"

7

(2.10).
An.importanL.
--

Proposition 2.1
Let 9 be a group of orientation-preserving isometries of N. Then B(J) is invariant under
the left action of 9 on the E( M, N) given by

9 x E(M,N)

-+

(g, J)

f---+

E(lvf,N)
90J

Proof:
From the continuity equation it is clear that p(g
obtain for any isometry 9 E 9 :

g* B( J)( L, K)

=

L

p( J) (Tg

0

L, Tg

0

J) JJ(g

0

(2.11).

0

J)

= p( J)

p,( J) and hence we

o

K) p,( J) = B( J)(L, K)

To equip TE(M, N) with a symplectic structure we construct aone-form 88 on TE(M, N),
naturally induced from this metric: Denoting by 1rE : T E( M, N) -+ E( M, N) the projection, mapping any L JET E( M, N) to J, we de£lne

VY E TLJTE(M, N)
The symplectic form WB on TE(M,N)

(2.12).

is minus the exterior derivative öf 8B, i.e.
'"

I

~

;

wB(LJ) (X, Y) = n(E>B(LJ)(Y»)

(X) - n(8B(LJ)(X»)

(Y)

+ E>B(LJ)([X,

YJ)

(2.13),

where X, Y E TLJTE(M, N). Since TZE(M,N) ,....,
C'E(}v1, TZN), we obtain, cf. [BSF], for
Z
any two vector £leIds X, Y E f(T E(M, N» and any LJ E TE(M, N)
-:

and hence

wB(LJ)(X,Y)

= B(J)(yvert,T1rEX)

= 1M p(J)WN(X,
where

- B(J)(xvert,T1rEY)

Y)p,(J)

(2.15),

symplectic structure on the finite dimensional manifold
of a system in continuum mechanics witha weaksymplectic structuie.- From proposition 2.1 it is obvious that 8B and
WB inherit from B( J) its 9 invariance, if 9 is a group of isometries on the manifold N.
WN

is the metric-induced

TN. This construction equips the phase space TE(M,N)

For an appropriate description of continuum mechanics in the context of the configuration
space E( M, N), -we also need-the notioif6frensorsln t}üifl'ramework. Therefore we consider
two-point tensors [Eri,HuMa] over the body manifold M, as the natural generalizations of
the vector £leIds over maps. Restricting the general definition to the case of our interest

8

we define a two-point tensor T of type (~

~), shortly denoted a.s a (r,s)-type

tensor, at p E M over an embedding J E E(M,N)
.T : (TpM x ... x TpM) x (Tj(p)N
,

V

;'

,

as a multilinear mapping

x ... x Tj(p)N)

~

IR

(2.16).

l'

Y

r-times

two-point

s-times

One can think of such a tensor having r + siegs, r on M and s on N.
Of special interest in continuum mechanics are (1, l)-type two point tensors; e.g. the deformation tensör and the 1st Piola- Kirchhoff stress tensor are of that kind ..We define

A)(M,TN):.

{a:

TM ~

TN

I '!rN 0 a

linear Vp E M}
,
as the space of all linear bundle maps, which sit over a fixed embedding J E E( M, N).
Aremarkable feature of this 'space is to fit as weIl into the noti6ii- of (1~1)-type two point
tensors a.s into the framework of bundle valued (one )-differential forms on M. For detail
on the topology and geometry of A)(M, TN) we refer to appendix A.
=

J, alp :.TpM

-t

TJ(p)N

3. The principle of virtual work and the symplectic dynamics on E{tM,N)
In order to formulate the (weak) balance laws of a system in continuum mechanics we start
with the principle of virtual work [AnOs,Mau]. Hs appropriate version in the framework of
(the infinite-dimensional manifold) E(M, N) as the configuration space is due to Epstein
and Segev [EpSe], who introduced a one form F on E(M, N) a.s the constitutive entity
which determines the mechanical behavior of a system. We define such a one form as a
smooth map

F:TE(M,N)

~IR
LJ

~

F[J](L)

(3.1),

where the restrietion F[J] = FITJE(M,N) is a linear map for each J E E(M, N). Recalling
from (2.4) that at each configuration J the tangent space TJE(M, N) can be identified
with the space C'J(M, TN), F[J] is a continuous linear form on this fibre, i.e. an element
of the topological dual C'J(M, TN)' ~ r(J* TN)'. Loosely speaking, then, Fis a smooth
seetion of the "co-tangent bU!1d1e"of Ef¥,.~)--,.~~t this will not be PllrSued ~~re~..__
We will refer to this one form as the virtual work functional of the system. Its value
on some tangent veetor Le- TjE(M,N)'has the physical interpretation a.s the work done
by the system under the virtual displacement L. The principle of virtual work claims
that the dynamics is deterffiinedoy ;:'as fdllows :
A smooth curve ofembeddings J.: (-,X,,X) -t E(M,N)
with Vi E TJ,E(M,N)
as its
velocity field describes a motion of the system, iff it solves the equation

9

for all vector fields L : E( M, N) -+ T E( M, N). This equation is the natural generalization of the classical principle of virtual work, cf. [AnOs,MuHa], which is restricted to the
dynamics on a trivial ambient manifold, i.e. to N = IR n. Since in that case the tangent
bundle becomes TE(M,.IRn)
= E(M,IRn) x COO(M,IR n), one gets

(3.3)
for the equation of motion, instead of (3.2). If TE(M, N) is nontrivial, however, the field
L has to sit over the embedding Jt and we need to chose L = L( Jt) at any instant of time.
Hence we have to subtract the extra term, coresponding to the time derivative of L.
The central result of this sectionwill be to show, how the dynamics, obtained from the
principle of virtual work - for a general ambient manifold N - can be understood as a symplectic motion. Therefore we first observe that the Hamiltonian description of continuum
mechanies, cf. [Mai], appears as a specialization of (3.2) :
On the sympleetic manifold TE(M,N)
we have a Hamiltonian
system, if there is a
(conserved) energy funetional JH: TE(M,N) -+.IR, such that the dynamics is determined
from its Hamiltonian vector field XJH, defined_by

VY E r(T2 E(M, N»

(3.4),

and the evolution of an observable IK, i.e. of any smooth funetion IK :'T E( M, N) -+ .IR,
is given by

(3.5).
Ciearly the existence of the Hamiltonian vector field XJH is not guaranteed apriori. In
particuIar, however, JH(VJ) = £(VJ) - with £(VJ) = ~B( J)(VJ, VJ) denoting the kinetic
energy - yields a wen de£lned vector £leId XJH = So VJ where S : T N -+ T2 N is the spray
of the metric (, ) on N ..

Proposition 3.1
Let a system in continuum mechanics be determined by a virtual work principle, such that
:F is an exaet one form on E(M, N), i.e. there is a smooth potential U : E(M, N).-+ .IR,
obeying
DU(J)(kL.-

;=,~F[JJ(L)~

_.V J-E E(M,JIf) __ V~E

TEJ(M, N)-

~ (3.6):

H the energy funetional JH(VJ) = £(VJ) + 1rEU(VJ) - with 1rEU(VJ) =U( 1rEVJ) - is
such that the Hamiltonian vector £leId XJHexists, the-equation(3;2) is equivalent to the
Hamiltonian dynamies.
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Proof:
With (2.15) for the sympleetic form the Hamiltonian vector field of - if it exists - obeys

where the first term on the right hand side comes from the kinetic energy £(VJ) by using
the continuity equation. Then we get

=
y) =

8(J) (T7rEX1H,yvert)

8(J) (VJ, yvert,)

- 8(J)(XHr,T1rE

DU(J)(T1rE Y)

Considering the observable lKL(VJ) := 8(J)(VJ,L(J)),
r(TE(M,N))
is arbitrary but fixed, we obtain

DlKL(VJ )(X1H) = B( J)(XIHrt,

L) +

(3.7).

where the vector field L E

)rert)

8(J)(VJ, (TL(T7rE X1H

(3.8).

The coresponding Hamiltonian equation of motion

~ Ir=t

-= --

lKL(VJr)

-DU(Jt) (L(Jt))

+ B(Jt)(Vi,

ert

(TL(Vi)r

)

(3.9)

coincides with the equation for the virtual work principle (3.2), since by assumption we
have DU(J)
-F[J].
0

=

By demanding (3.6) we restrict ourselves to a hyperelastic medium, for which the equivalence of the virtual work principle and the Hamiltonian description is shown. It is crucial
to observe, however, that the hyperelasticity, i.e. the integrability of the one form F was
redundant to derive the Hamiltonian form of the equations of motion in the proof above.
Hence the dynamics of a system, subjected to a general virtual work funetional F instead
of a Hamiltonian IH, can be determined from a vector field XT given by

VY E r(T2 E(M, N))

. (3.10).

As in the Hamiltonian casethe existence of XT is not guaranteed apriori,
and (3.7) the following is obvious :

but from (3.5)

Proposition

3.2

Let be £(VJ) the kinetic energy and F[J] be a virtual work form on TE(M,N). A vector
field solving (3.10) exists, iff the one form F lies in the range of the metric 8, i.e. there is
a field ZTE r(TE(M,N)),
such that 8(J)(ZT, Y) = F(J)(Y) for all Y E r(TE(-M,N)).
In that case the dynamics of a system, determined by tbe principle of virtual work (3.2),
becomes a generalized Hamiltonian system in the sense that
-.__

•

-

._-"

.•

---

- --4

•

- -

._

~ IT~t K(VJr)~
for any JE( : T E(M, N) -+ IR with
veetor field XT is given by XT(L)
me ans the verticallift of ZT.

- (D£(VJ,) -

XJl(

=

-

"'EF[;t])(~K)

(3.11)

as the coresponding Hamiltonian vector field and
SoL - ZFrt(L) for L E TE(M,N), where ZFrt

11

Having shown the symplectic character obf the motion (3.2) - with a general .it:i:rtuaJ work
functional:F: TE(M~N) -t IRn, which rr:may characterizes a hyperelastic system:11ornot we limit ourselves in a twofold way :
First we choose N = IR n for the ambient mmanifold, such that we are in the framewwork of the
classicalvirtual work principle (3.3). \Ye cioo so to make the notion of translation i..-in..-a...-iance
- which will be of central importance für t.:Ine sequel- meaningful. A generalizatiaon of that
concept to an arbitrary manifold is possihfule, by considering this a constraint set=: N C 1R k
, but requires much more effort. For tbe~- boundaryless case see [Bi2], boundariries will be
considered elsewhere.
On the other hand we assume for the one fuiorm F on E(M, IR n) a special L2_repI~.t.ation
- over the bounded manifold M - given ov:.y
:FlJ](L) =

r

JM

(cP[J]. Li.} J1(J)

+

r

IBM

('P[J], L) 1l8( J)

~3.12)~

n
n
where cP : E(M,IRn)
-+ COO(M,IR ) anci:.:i:p : E(l\f,IR )
-t
COO(8M,IRn) a.re-,,-(Frechet)
smooth maps. The functions cP[J] and~>JJ
represent the density of forces, affeecting the
body and its surface. This repre.sentatioIr::J.is less restrictive then it seems : Yllli'St the as=
sumption on cP(J) and :.p(J) to be of claEEE: C::JC onM was made for sake ofsimpliiicity only.
All result, derived below, also holds in the~e Ck-class or even for functions of Soboolev dass.
Secondly, derivatives of L which may appeear for a general :F[ J] can be integratered out :

L r
il,...
jr

JM

(8il, ...jr[JLVjl

... VjrL)p(T=

L

r

(-Ir
(Vjl:
j1 ....jr
M
2.. boundary
terms

J

•••

Vj18il,

...j.lJ).,.L)p(J)
(3.13).

Only for the effective boundary integral WE"ce really make a physical assumption int(3.12), by
demanding that it does not depend on decrivatives of the virtual displacement. Tao compare
our representation with standard forrrmiarations for the virtual work, we spl!it ~:the force
densities into their internal and external pDarts :
and

(3.14).

Here the term cPext[J]is the density of e:cnernal (long distance) forces affeeting:'t:the body
- often also denoted by p( J)cPext [J] - and i 'Pcont[J] describes the (external) rontIDact forces
on 8M. Then the maps cPint : E(M,H!:n)
-t
COO(M,IRn) and 'Pint : E{Mu~lfl)
-t
COO(8M, IR n) reflect theconstitutive bd:I.amviorof the material, described by (unhhalanced)
body and boundary forces,respectively;---------- ---.
It is essential to remark that this repIe!6'TIltation of :F allows for an arbitrary ::non-Iocal
and non-linear constitutive hehaviör of~ilee-'s55tenr."--The'~f6fm{3~12)f6t-the-nfutUälwotk
F[J] furthermore differs from the one, 1O;,~,jchis studied in the literature, by me-,::fact that
we need not to specify the explicit form or:' the force densities apriori. Instead ofi choosing
cPint[J] as the divergence and 'Pint[J] as ;.i:rd::e normal component of a stress ten.sODI'fA.nOs]'
or starting with a internal work includin,:~ based onnth-order gradients [Mau}, wwe are less
restrietive. The tensorial character appean::rs in our description as a consequenre oDf a global
12

_

group invariance of the functional F, which also need not to refer to locality assumptions,
like Cauchy's tetrahedron construction or the Hamel-Noll theorem (Tru].
Finally we observe that the force fields 4>(J) and 4>( J), respectively, are densities with
respect to the configuration- dependent measure p( J) and not with respect to a fixed
reference volume p( JR).

4. Translational invariance and the reduced phase space
The purpose of this section is to study the effect of symmetries on the configuration space
E( M, IR n) on the form of the balance laws in continuum mechanics. We are motivated for
doing so by considering classical field theories where symmetries cause the system rosubjed
conservation law, e.g. of moment um and angular momentum, via Noether's theorem .
. The symmetry group in quest ion here is the group .IR n of rigid translations on the ambient
space N = IR n, which naturally acts on the configuration space E(M, IR n) from the left
by pointwise addition:
L

_.--

, .IRn x E(M,.IRn)

---+

(Z,J)

~

E(M,.IRn)
J +Z

-1 '

IN

(4.1).

To characterize the behavior of a system in continuum mechanics under the action of
..this group we introduce the notion of .IR n -invariance of the virtual work, which will be
fundamental to obtain a simplified description of the balance laws.

Definition
If the virtual work functional, i.e. the one form F : E(M,.IR
for all Z E IR n the condition

F(J](Z)
F(J

+ Z](L)

=0
= F(J](L)

V JE E(M,.IRn)
V JE E(M,.IRn)

n) x COC>(M,IR n)

VL E

-+

COC>(M,.IRn)

IR obeys

(4.2a)
(4.2b)

then F is called an .IR n -invariant virtual work form.
We have to remark that the conditions (4.2a) and (4.2b) are independent physical demands:
The vanishing of the virtual work functional on all constant virtual displacements, (4.2a),
means that there IS no' total force acting on theembedding body in any configuration,
while (4.2b) expresses the homogeneity of the space .IR n, as far as this can be checked out
with that body. It is not possible to understand (4.2a) asa consequence of (4.2b) - one
easily constructs conter-examples - but for a hyperelastic system we can obtain (4.2a) as
a consequence of (4.2b) by a Taylor expansion of the potential function U( J).
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Even if a given virtual work functional is not JR n -invariant, but is representable by (3.12),
we can proceed by subtracting the (integrated) total force

'lt[J].=

+ [

[ <I>[J]p(J)

10M

1M

<p(J]pa(J)

(4.3),

which is constant on M. This way we obtain :
Proposition

4.1

Let the virtual work functional F be of the form (3.12) andobey the homogeneity condition
!-,
(4.2b). Then we (4.3) determines an JR n -invariant functional given by

F[J](L)

:

F(J](L)

-

1M (,![J],

L) p(J)

On the other hand it is physically reasonable to postulate that
..

FJ[J](L):=

[

1M

(<I>int[J],L) p(J)

+.1

10M

-

(epint[J],L) JJo(J) .

[I

(4.5)

describes an JR n -invariant virtual work. This is a natural demand, since the constitutive
qualities of a material are assumed to depend only on the intern al distances (and orientations ) between the points of the embedded body, and hence should not respond on rigid
translations. The functional ~ [J] will be of central importance in section 6 to obtain a
physical interpretation for the reduced dynamics, coresponding to (3.3) by ruling out the
IR n -invariance.
To perform the Marsden- Weinstein reduction on the phase space T E(M, JR n) we construct
the momentum map 3, cf. [AbMa], with respect to the action (4.1) of the group JRn.
Therefore we consider Z E JR n as an element in the coresponding Lie algebra and observe
that its action on T E( M, JR n) is given by a vector field Z, which is of the local form
Z = (J, VJ, Z,O). Since the one form Band also the symplectic structure WB are invariant
under rigid translation - what is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.1 - we obtain
with (2.12)

e

(4.6),
where <, >. denoted the dual pairing on IR n. Hence we can investigate the system on the
reduced phase space with the constraint set

This is a smooth submanifold of T E(M, JR n). Since IR n is Abelian it equals its isotropy
group Grr for each II E (IR n). and we can consider the equivalence classes of configurations
[.1) E E(M, IR n)/ IR n given by

J' E [J] {::}. 3 Z E IR n such that
14

J' = J

+Z

(4.8).

hese are visualizeed by introducing the center of mmass

SJ := ~ [ p(J}.J

mlM

j

(4.9,9)

p(J)

such that an JR" -irmnu-iant system only depends on-;. the relative configuration

Jo

= J -$J

(4.1UU).

It is aremarkable i,ieature of the harmonie decomposi,Eition of E(M, JR n) C COO(M, 1R aJ~ ci:f.
_ ppendix B, that t~e center of mass component $J J. describes the unique E(M, IR n)/m n
rthogonal componnent of the configuration J, wherere orthogonality is understood in tlnhe
etric B(J).
n this base we :.:.
apply the Marsden- vVeinstein recixi.uction of a mechanical system wirrrh
ymmetries to the~case under consideration :

heorem 4.2
et a system in cormtinuum mechanies be determineda by the principle of virtual work (3.3.B),
ith an JRn -invarmant TIrtual work functional F : TIE(.:.\f. IR n) -+ IR. Then the dyn?micics
an be described OnD the reduced phase space 3'-"ITITn)/lR n by . -. .... - .

.LI

P{[Jt)) Vi p([Jt]) = n

:7:.-==t B([J

r])

ith the reduced

(Vr, Lr)

Vi E (-,\,,\)

(4.H.l)

= JF ([Jt])(ILt}t])

virtu-a1 work funetional

F : E(M,JRn)/JRn

F ([J)([L))

=

x CooO'J,~-JRn)/R"

-+

1R

(4.12.2).

F[Jo](L')

ere Jo E [J] is th.ee relative configuration (4.10) a.no.d L' is some representant
L] E COO(M,IR")/JJRR
formed as in (4.8), accordinglgly.

of the c1aslss

roof:
Fe consider Z E=: JR n as an element of the Lie amlgebra of the translation group awad
~nvestigate the dyrrnamics of the observable JJ z(VJ) =< 3(VJ), Z >•. Having a generafu:ered
Hamiltonian systeEm (3.11) we have
i

(4.~3.3t .....__ .
from the definitioIlli of the moment um map. "Ve c010nclude £rom the JR n -invariance cf w7
that the dynamies :, lean:s the level sets of the momerenturil-rnap invariant, i.e. the motion i:is
'. constraint to the s1~mbset 3-1(II) C T E(M, JR n).
Finally we di\-ide cout the translation group by consicii.deringF as functionally dependerrt ODn
Jo.
CO
he relative confi~tion

t
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The physical content of that theorem is easily understood by observing that
(4.14)
is the total moment um of the body moving in IR n, which is conserved since the total
force vanishes by assumption (4.2a). On the other hand we can consider - by means of the
assumed homogeneity of lR n - all constitutive properties as depending only on the relative
configurations.

5. Geometry

on the reduced

phase

space

According to the Marsden- Weinstein reduction the set .:r-1 (Il)/ IR n forms a symplectic
manifold. Therefore we remark that the lR n-action (4.1) induces a free and proper action
on T E( M, lR n) aild hence also on the submanifold .:r-1 (Il); thus the symplectic reduction
theorem [MaWeJ applies to the case under consideration.
-To obtain an intrinsicdescription of the dynamicson the reduced phase space.:r:-1(II)j IR n,
we observe thatwe.have fot each L E TJE(M, JR.n}a-unique decomposition

L = LO+GL

with

GLElRn

1

\/ZElRn

p(J){Lo,Z)J-l(;)=0

and

M

(5.1).

,

Hence the component Lo is B( J)-orthogonal to all constants. We remark that this decomposition does not depend on the configuration J, as easily can be seen from the continuity
equation (2.8).
Proposition

5.1
n
Let .:r-1(Il)/lR
be the reduced phase space of an lRn-invariant system. Fixing II, each
of its elements is uniquely described as follows :
(i) By a pair (Jo, Vo) of maps Jo E E(M, lR n) and Vo E COO(M, IR n) obeying
and
(ii) By the pair of differentials

(dJ,dV)

.:r-1(Il)/ lR n

where

JE E(M,IRn)

= { ([J], V) I [1] E E(M,

and

lR n)/ IR n and
with
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V E coo(M,lRn)

V E COO(M, IR n)

1M p( J) V

J-l( J) = II }

(5.2).

--

For each representant J' E [J] and the component V of each point in
the decomposition (5.1), yielding

J'

= Jo

and

+8]'

:r- (IT)
1

1
V=Vo+-ll

-

---- -----

we apply

(5.3)

m

with 8 J' E IR n for the center of mass (4.9), rr E IR n for the total moment um (4.11) and
m for the total mass (2.7) of the moving body.
bserving that the values of IT and 8 J are redundant to descri be points within
-1 (IT) / IR n
proves (i).
Since the exterior derivative d : COO(M, IR n) ~ A1(M, IR n) vanishes exactly on those
IR n-valued maps on M, which are constants, this also shows (ii).
0

:r

o

Both representations for J-l(IT)/
IR n allow for a dear the physical interpretation: Using
(i) we describe each point by the relative configuration and velocity, taken Iwith ~espect to
the center of mass and the average velocity IT/m.
For (ii) we observe that the differential dJ coresponds to the deformation
gradient
appearing in the usual treatment of continuum mechanics, cf. [HlL.\1a],if we consider the
one -form: dJ E Al (M, IR n) as a two point tensor in the sense of section 2. Hence we-äre"
. in the standard framework of elastodynamics with dV denoting the time derivative of the
deformation gradient, i.e. dyt =
With respect to the Riemannian
B( J)-orthogonal and obtain

/r Ir=t dJr.
strueture

we observe that the decomposition j( 5.1) is
.!

.

(5.4)
for all fields K, L E COO(M, IR n) over J E E(M, IR n). By construction the volume form
j.t( J) and the density map p( J) only depend on the differential dJ. Identifying via proposition 5.1 the components (Ko, Lo) with their respective differentials (dK, dL) we get

1B (dK, dL):=
for the Riemannian structure
the continuity equation this
alternative representation of
unique one form I\, E A1(M,
value problem

1M p( dJ) (Ko,

Lo) j.t( dJ)

(5.5)

on the reduced phase space :r-1(ll)/ IR n. With (5.1) and
metric c1early becomes configuration independent. For an
1B we observe that for each (relative field) Ko admits a
IR n) which is exaet, i.e. dl\, = 0, and solves the boundary

p(dJ)Ko

=

bl\,

with

I\,(N) = 0 .

(5.6).

Here b : A1(M, IR n) ~ COO(M, IR n) denotes the'c~-diffe~ential taken with respect to the
metric m(J) on M and N is the outward pointing unite normal field on 8M. This can
be shown from the theory of elliptic operators on manifolds with boundaries [Hör ,Mor] by
observing that for I\, = dk equation (5.6) becomes a usual Neumann problem. For more
details we refer to appendix B.
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Using Stoke's thaeorem (B.6) we then obtain

(5.7),
where the produuct •.\-1 on A1(M, IR n) computes i~i:n terms of a local m(J)-orthonormal
frame {El, ... ,£Em} on TM as
r

L ("YJ(Ef7j),"Y2(Ej»)

M("Y1,'2):=

(5.8).

j=1

n»

Since T E(k!, JH:'n) is a trivial bundle, cf. (2.5), cmy:;:- vector field Y E r(T2 E(M, lR
has
2
2
a global represeEIltation Y = (J, V, Y!, y ) - withi_l':-l, y E COO( M, IR n). Denoting by
([Xl, [Y]) a pair cof arbitrary vector fields on .::r-1(rr;)/ 1R n, the induced sympleetic form on
the reduced phasse space, reads in terms of the metriric 18 as

(5.9).
In view of the re;epresentation of the reducedvirtuaki: wüik form JF we now prove that any
lRn-invariant fumear funetional on TE(M,IRn)
ad.mmits an integral representation, similar
to (5.7), on .J-Ll(ll)/lRn•

5.::2

Proposition

.\ ,

"j,

t.

{.

r be

a one fODrmon E(M, IR n), which can be reFfJJlesented by a pair of smooth densities
(<I>[J],<p[J]) on i11\1 and aM, respectively, as

Let

r[J](L)=

[

(q,[J],L)j1(J)-j

)M

/

(~[J],L)fta(J)

(5.10).

,J ij;Al

Hit is IR n-invariciant in the sense, that (4.2) holds am.ccordingly, r turns into a linear functional on the redduced phase which can be expresse<ii in terms of a differential dH[dJ] as
r[dJ](dL)

=

L

M(äH[d.EJ].;dL)

p(dJ)

(5.11).

The funetion H[ddJ} E COO(M, IR n) is unique up t:oa.an additional constant.
Proof:
The invariance ccondition

(4.2a) applied to r[J] read:ri~ as

(5.12),
since Z E IR

n

is Larbitrary.

This is the integrability cccondition for the Neumann problem
with

18

dE1iI

J] ("N") = <p [J]

(5.13),

where ~ . 6 dis the Laplace operat~~ with~~spect to-the Riemannian metric m(J) on M.
The solutIon H[J] E
JR n) is unique up to an additive constant [Hör]. Replacing
4J[J] = 6H[J] and usmg Stoke's theorem (B.6) we then get

:::OO(M,

r[J](L)

=

iM

(dH[J], dL) j1(J)

(5.14)

o

and with proposition 5.1 the invariance (4.2b) yields the desired result.

6. The equations of motion and the stress tensor
Applying proposition 5.2 to the internal part P[J] of some virtual work functional, cf.
(4.5), which is JR n -invariant fr0I!lphysical arguments we obtain __
JF [dJ](L)

=

1M M{d1l[dJ],dL)

j1(dJ)
(6.1).

+ f

1M

(4Jext[dJ],

L) j1 -

f

laM

(rpcont[dJ], L) j1a(dJ)

The one form a1t[dJ] := d1l[dJ] E Al(M,.m n), determined from the internal body and
boundary forces is called the (integrable) stress form of the system [Bin,Sch]. Hs physical
significance will become dear after establishing the symplectic dynamies on the reduced
phase space. For sake of simplicity we negleet the effect of extern al body forces from now
on, i.e. we set 4Jext [dJ]
o. With

=

lE(dV)

:=

~JB(dV,dV)
2

=

£(V)-

1

-2

m

(6.2)

(II,II)

for the kinetic energy on the reduced phase space we then obtain :

Theorem 6.1
Let the motion of a system in continuum
virtual work :F which admits a generalized
sition 3.2. Given an integral representation
becomes a generalized Hamiltonian system
motion demands for any

mechanics be determined by an JR n-invariant
Hamiltonian description in the sense of propo(3.12) for the F (with 4Jext
0), the motion
on .J-l(II)/.m n. The Hamiltonian equation of

=

~_~C:(~,_1!!:.nL. .._.
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Proof:
With the sympleetie form WB and the kinetie energy JE (dV) the (generalized) Hamiltonian
veetor field (XR] on .:J-l(ll)fJRn is determined from the reduced virtual work JF by
JE (dXjp, dy2) -JE (dyl, dX} ) = JE (dV, dy2) -JF (dJ)(dyl)

Vyl, y2 E COO(M, IR n) .

This yields dXjp = dV, and considering the observable ß{L( dJ, dV) := 18 (dL, dV) - with
L E COO(M, IR n) arbitrary hut fixed (and time independent) - we get from (3.5) :
~Ir=t

= JF(dJt)(dL)

ß{L(dJr,dVr)

(6.4)

Representing JF by (6.1) then proves the assumption.

0

Comparing the (weak) equation (6.3) with classieal approaehes to the prineiple of virtual
work, cf. [AnOs,Mau], we observe that the stress form a1i[dJ] is measured with respeet
to the indueed volume form ll(dJ), while the Ith Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor appears in
the virtual work funetional measured with respeet to a fixed referenee volume p( dJR).
Observing, however, that dJ : TM -+ .IR n is a (pointwise) isometry with respeet to the
metries m( J) on M and ( , ) on IR n the stress form inherits the physical interpretation of
the Cauehy stress tensor, represented on M.
To see this we pull a1i[dJ] hack by J-l and define a eoresponding tensor on J(M) by
A 1i[dJ]: T J(M)

x .IR n

-+

IR

A 1i[dJ] (X, Y) := (a1i
holding for all X E r(T J(lIf))

f

1M

(6.5).
0

(T J)-I(X),

Y}

and all Y E r(T IR n). From this we immediately get

M(a'H[dJ],dL)p(dJ)

=

f

(A 1i[dJ]:

A)pJRn

(6.6)

1J(M)

where Adenotes the tensor coresponding to the one form dLodJ-1 on J(M) and (A : A)
stands for the traee over the produet of the two tensors. Using this representation for the
first term of JF (6.1) and transforming the (external) eontaet force rpcont[dJ] appropriately,
equation (6.3) eoineides with the prineiple of virtual work in terms of the Cauehy stress
tensor A 1i [dJ), whieh ean be found in the literature.
The Cauchy stress is given by a proper tensor, i.e. A 1i[dJ](X, Y) is loeal with respeet to
the fields X and Y. We remark, however, that our eonstruetion of the stress tensor allows
for an arbitrary non-Ioeally nependenee"olithe eonfiguratlorl.This"Cmeans-that for pEM
fixed, the value of A 1i[dJ](p) ean depend on the deformation gradient globally and not
only on its point value dJ(p) and its derivatives at p. This is aremarkable fact, sihee a11
standard proves of the tensoriell nature of stress need to use some loeality argument - like
Cauehy's tetrahedron eonstruction - whereas we obtain the same in a non-Ioeal framework
by demanding just a rigid IR n -invariance.
Another interesting feature of (6.3) as the equation of motion is that the stress form
is integrable, i.e. it is given as the differential of a funetion by a1t[dJ) = d1-l[dJ]. This
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integrability, however, is not nnecessarily needed for an appropriate deseription : We may
apply the transformation
(6.7),
where ß E Al (.1\1, IR n) obeys DbB[dJ] = 0 and ß[dJ](/V') = 0, without changing the physieal
eontent of equation (6.3). This.3:means that (i'[dJ] determines the same dynamies as a1t[dJ]
does. That property, which is eeasily seen, sinee we have £rom Stoke's theorem (B.6)

-11

=0

M (ß[dJ], dL) p(dJ)

(6.8),

expresses aremarkable gat+gef:rireedom in ehoosing the stress for eaeh system in eontinuum
mechanies. On the other hand~tour result shows, that for any given stress form (i'[dJ] only
its exaet part a1t[dJ] eontribumes to the dynamies.
Obviously the integrability anrid the gauge freedom of the stress form induee eoresponding
properties on the level of the Cauchy stress tensor. It has to be mentioned, however, that
the (integrable) tensor A'H [dJJ rwill, in general, not be symmetrie. To symmetrize it without
changing its physieal content, arme can use the gauge £reedorn and eonstruet an appropriate
ß[dJ], such that (i'1t[dJ] 0 dJ-=-:l becomes symmetrie, cf. [Seh].

7. Li;ocalization of the Dynamics
'Ve now give up the
equation of motion a
ical one, we first get
independenee of the

eovariam . description of the system by deriving from the variational
loeal balannce law. To eompare in (6.3) the stress term with the dyn amrid of it~ c::::>..-plicit
time derivative by observing from the configuration
metric 18 that
d

dT

I

3B(dVr,dL)

= [

r=t

1M

(7.1).

p(Jt)(lo,Lo)p(J)

Furthermore we ean represent :ilie metric via (5.7) by applying solving the elliptie problem
(5.6) for the field p(dJ)Vo, whillch eoresponds to the (relative) inertia force of an actual
motion Jt. This determines (unniquely) a one form w(dJ) E A1(M, 1R n) which obeys
hw(dJ) = p(dJ)i;;ü

dw(dJ)

=0

and

and the (weak) equation of mootion on the reducedphase

w(dJ)(N)

=0

(7.2)

space transforms into-

Since by assumption all quantiTI.ies are smooth we can localize (7.3) as follows : We restriet
the support of L to an arbitrar:!y (connected) subset U C ~U with U n 8M = 0 and observe
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that the integral of M over U yields a Riemannian structure on the subset of exact forms
in Al(U,.IR n), cf. (B.11). This yields as the local equation of motion

w(dJ,)

(7.4)

d1-l[dJ,]

=

for any point in the interior of M. This local representation of the dynamics may give some
new insight into the nature of the theory : It is a balance law on the level of exact one forms
and hence stronger then the usual balance of local forces. To make such an observation
applicable, however, a clear physical interpretation of w(dJ) has to be worked out.
The classical description of dynamics is encoded in (704) as the trace over its spatial
derivatives, i.e. by acting with the co-differential 8 on it. For 8w( dJ) we re-obtain the
inertia force and £rom the definition of the Cauchy stress tensor we have

(8d1-l[dJ],X)

= 8(A 1i[dJ]

0

(7.5)

dJ)(X)

vt

Using the product rule (B.5) for the operator 8 ariC:lwriting V Jt =
0 J,-1 for the velocity
field on J,( M) the equation of motion reads in its spatial representation as

p(dJ,)

drdl T=' V J

T

=

-Div A+1i

(
)
A 1i [dJ,)!::.J,

(7.6)

Here Div denotes the divergence, taken with respeet to the restricted metric (, )IJ(M)
on J(M) C lRn. Compared to the usual description of continuum mechanics, we see that
(7.6) coincides for simple bodies, i.e. for embeddings of co-dimension zero, with the classical
equations, since ~J = 0 in that case. In the general situation we have ~J, = trace S( J),
where S( J) means the second fundamental form [BSF] of the embedded hypersurface J(M),
cf. (BA). Then the term A 1i[dJt](!::.Jt) reflects a force acting on the embedded surface in
the normal direction, which is proportional to a charaeteristic geometric quantity on J(M),
e.g. for dirn M = n-1 to its mean curvature H( J) = (S( J), n) with n denoting the normal
field on J (M) C IR n.
Finally we observe that the global equation of motion (7.3) also charaeterizes the behavior
of the system on its boundary 8M. To see this we apply Stoke's theorem what yields

f

1M

(hw(dJ)-!::.1-l[dJ],L)

p(dJ)

=

f

IBM

((d1-l[dJ]-w(dJ»)(N)-<pcont[dJ],L)

Jla(dJ)

(7.7).

Since we are in a smooth situation by assumption, the body integrals cancei up via (7.4).
Furthermore we -have w( dJ)(N) ---0 and
is enforced to obey on 8M
traction boundary conditions

nencethe--sy~t~~

(7.8).
In turn we remark that this is exactly the condition on the virtual work functional, represented by (3.12), to admit a generalized Hamiltonian description in the sense of proposition
3.2. In principle it is also possible to include boundary conditions of placement into this
framework what, however, requires a modification of the configuration space E(M,.IR n).
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8. Two special Applications
We finish this paper by illustrating our formalism on the reduced phase space J-l (II)/.l1R
for two simple examples :,
_
First we study linear elasticity by writing for the reduced virtual work functional

iM M (C

lFlin[dJ](dL) =

0

dJ

0

c, dL) j.l(dJ)

n

(88-1),

where the map C : M -+ GL(n) and the bundle endomorphism c E End(TM)
botin are
smooth but configuration independent. The pair (C, c) determines the material propeErlies
of a linear elastic medium in the same way, as this will be done by the 4th order~city tensor, say C, in the c1assical tensorial description.Even
though the material i£3:not
hyperelastic, a property which can be read off from the pair of maps (C,c), the gen~ized Hamiltonian formalism, presented above, can be applied. Doing so we obtain fur:- the
equation of motion on the reduced phase space

(8:~),
where the superscript "ex" means to consider only theexact part of the one form in.v-IHew.
Rewriting this in the form given by (6.11) the coresponding equation coincides vrnh.:.::.
the
weIl established representation of linear elastodynamics.
If the material is homogeneous, i.e._C and c are_constant maps - the later in the 56'eIlSethat V XC = 0 for all X E r(T M) - there exists a diffeomorprusm C : M -+ M, such.t.J;hat "
Co dJ 0 c = d( Co J 0 C). In that case (8.2) turns into a modified wave equation of the f<iorm
,r
'J

cm

where ~ C denotes the Laplace operator coresponding to the 1evi-Civita connection
a
metric l!) on M, which is the pull back of the scalar product (,) under the one form CodJ:Joc.
Explicitly this metric is given by

l!)(X, Y) = (CodJ oc(X),

CodJ oc(Y)}

jora/X, Y ET(TM)

(85A).

In the non-homogeneous case a similar construction is possible. Representing the dynamnics
of a linear elastic medium by such a wave equation might be of some interest for applicatirions
and will be studied elsewhere.
On the other hand we consider the (reduced) virtual work form-(85:5 ),
--__ .- --_ .. - --.~

"._---.---

.-,--_.
-

~

..

where p[dJ] : M -+ IR is a smooth map. Doing so is motivated by the fact that :.:the
functional V[dJ] =
p(dJ) measures the volume of the embedded body J(M) andhnas

IM

DV[dJ]

=

IM M(dJ,dL)
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p(dJ)

! SS.6)

-

as its differential, cf. [Bin]. Considering - as a motivation - classical thermodynamies, a
system affected by pure volume work is determined by the Gibbs form 7r dV, where the
pressure 7r is a JR -valued function of all '\ariables of state. Based on the description of a
state (in the sense of thermodynamies) byan element of the (reduced) configuration space
E( M, JR n) / JR n, the funetional
lFvol[dJ)( dL) = 7r[dJ)

iM M (dJ, dL) p,( dJ)

(8.7)

represents the component of a total Gibbs form of any system, which coresponds to pure
volume work.
The natural continuum analogon for 7r dV is thevirtual work form lF p where - from the
thermodynamical point of view - the total volume V[dJ) (as only one degree of freedom) is
replaced by the volume form Jl( dJ) as the relevant field of extensive variables. T~en (8.6)
presents the well defined kernel coresponding to DJl[dJ). The function p[dJ) E COO(M, JR)
is supplied with the physical interpretation of the pressure field on the body in configuration
dJ, such that (8.5) may be identified with the Gibbs form of that system.
A system described by that virtual work IFp need not be hyperelastic, what means in turn
that Gibbs form will not be integrable. The analysis on the Frechet manifold E( M, JR n),
however, presents a simple criterion to check the integrability of the linear functionallFp :
Iff one has
--- ------------ -.

D(lFp(dL))(dK)

- D(lFp(dK))(dL)

=0

VK,L

E I'TE(M,JRn)

(8.8),

what can be expressed in terms of a relation on the constitutive dependence of the pressure
p : E(M, JR n)/ JR n -+ COO(M, JR) the material is hyperelastic and the coresponding Gibbs
form is integrable.
In either case the generalized Hamiltonian formalism yields for the equation of motion

(8.9).
Acting as in (6.11) with the co-differential b on this equation and using (B:5) yields
p[dJt] ~Ir=t

Vr = dJt (gradp[dJt])

+

p[dJt] ~ Jt

(8.10).

From the differential geometry of J(M) one has ~ J = trace S(J), which equals the mean
curvature of the embedded manifold. Since in the co-dimension zero case the second fundamental tensor vanishes, i.e. ~ J _ 0, this mod~lG9yers the classical theory of (non-viscous)
fluids. In a general situation (8.10) shows, how to include geometrical effects in a description of fluid dynamics, e.g. on deformable shells.
Aremarkable specializations of this dynamics is the case, where the system is (approximately) determined by pure volume work (8.7), i.e. one has p[dJ] = 7r[dJ] E JR. Then
the gradient term vanishes and the motion is given by a wave equation. Even if the pure
volume work is no good approximation, such term with a constant pressure 7r[dJ] is always
present via the evaluation r.[dJ) = 1F [dJ]( B dJ,dJ»)' Similarly p[dJ] dJ can be obtained
as a pointwise projection £rom any lF such that r.[dJ) may be understood as an average.
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Appendix A : Topology and Geometry of Ak(M, TN)
Let JE be some vector bundle over the compaet Riemannian manifoldN
set of all JE -valued one forms on Al as

Iß

A 1(M; JE) := { ß : TM --+ JE

smooth and

ß ITp M

and define the

linear Vp E M }

(A.I).

The requirement that ß E A1(M; JE) should be linear along the fibres of TM means that
there is a (smooth) map f : M .....•
N such that ßITpM is a linear map into the fibre FI(p)
sitting over f(p), i.e. that ß is a bundle map TM -+ JE over f. In reverse this shows that
A1(M,JE)

U

=

n (M,f*JE)
1

(A.2),

IECOC(M,N)

where n1(M, f* JE) is - for fixed I - the Frechet space of one forms with values in- the
pull-back bundle f* JE over M. It is clear !rom the construetion that there is natural
surjeetion
(A.3)
which is (set-theoretically !) locally trivial: Each f E COo(M, N) has an open neighbourhood UI such that there exists a fibre-preserving, fibrewise linear bijeetion
(AA)
which also is topological on each fibre; thus, for eaeh gE UI, the restriction of <PI to 1rÄ~(g)
is a linear and topologieal isomorphism onto 1(M, f* JE). For all this we refer to [BiFiJ.
Restrieting ourselves to JE = T N we define

n

Ak(M,TN)

= {ß

E

A1(M,TN)

I1rN

0

ß E E(M,N)}

(A.5)

as the sub set of all T N-valued one forms eovering embeddings J : M -+ N. The identification of a (l,I)-type two point tensor ß E A)(M,TN) with a one form in Ak(M,TN)
is obvious. Sinee this set is in the inverse image of E(M, N) under the projection 1rAl,
i.e. Ak(M, TN) c 1rÄ~ (E(M, N», it is an open submanifold and itself a (Frechet) vector
btindle with fibre A)( M, T N) at J.
The bundle A M, T N) can be equipped with a fibre metrie as folIows:
Let m be a Riemannian metrie on M and { EI, ... , Er } a coresponding loeal orlhonormal
frame on TM,. With ( , ) for the metrie on N we define the produet

k(

M(.,.):

A)(M,TN)

x A)(M,TN)

~

COO(M,IR)

r

M(ß},ß2)
--.----

-

:=
__

<

•

(A.6).

L (ßl(Ej),ß2(Ej»)
k=_l __~_-

,

oe

__

. _

This definition is frame independent [MatJ. Since M is eompaet M (ßI,
grated, what yields a Riemannian strueture on Ak(M, TN), given by

ß2)

can be inte-

(A.7),
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where p. is the Riemannian volume form accompanyiring the metric m. Obviously (A.i) iss
only meaningful for pairs (ßl, ß2) which cover the sa,j ,he embedding, i.e. 1rN ßl = 1rN fh. = J._~,
Finally we observe that for the special case N = FJf-;.'~ the bundle .A M, T N) becom.ees
trivial, i.e.

k(

(A..8) ..

Appendix

B : The Laplace operator

on M anri..d the related

Via pull back by an embedding J e E(M, IR n) the scrcalar product
Riemannian structure on M given by

m( J)(X, Y) := (dJ(X),
Denoting

vx, }T e

dJ(Y)

by V the coresponding Levi-Civita eom:mection,
---+ A1(M,IR n) is defined by

Neumann

problaml

(, ) on N determims a

r(T M)

the exterior

3.

(B.I).
derivative J. : '

C(X)(M, IR n)

df(X)

:=

Vxf

(B.2).

Let {EI,""
Er} be a local frame on TM which is o~..honormal with respect to m(J), nhe:co-differential operator 6 : A1(M, IR n) -t C(X)(l\f. R rH') becomes
r

r

.6, := - L(VEk,)(Ek)

= -

k=1

'HEk)

Ld(;(Ek'i

- ,(VEk Ek))

(B..J).

k=1

The operator 6 explicitly depends on the metriCrT; J'--: . but not on the choice of the fra:2e
[MatJ. In particular if , = dJ one has with S(J) fcr -::.:r.hesecond fundamental form of üh.e:embedded manifold J(M) C IR n
r

8 (dJ)

L S(J»(EE

k,

(B.!).

Ek)

k=1

since d(dJ(X»)(Y) = dJ(VyX) + S(J)(X, Y) for cill':O:, Y E f(TM). The field S(J)(X,Y)
is normal to J(M) subsetIR n and vanishs for teh ~al
case of dimM = n. Considemg_
furthermore,
= AJ 0 dJ, with AJ : J(M) -t HOIlli.H?Tl) we get as
r

b(AJ

0

dJ)

= -

L d (AJ(dJ(EJ;H)

(ddJ(Ek))

+

AJ(8(dJ»)

k=1

The first term on the right hand side coincid~ wh~th the divergence Div AJ,taken.
with respect to restrietion of the metric (,)1 on r..-} {.\f) c T IR n. This is clear sime
(J-1)*m(J)
= (,)IJ(M)
by construction and hence dJ<-,'Ek) determines a (local) orthomrmal frame on J(M).
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In an appropriate Sobolev extension of GOO( M, IR n) the operators d and h are adjoint to
each other up to boundary terms via Stoke's theorem

f

f

(h"L)Jj(J)=

1M

+ f

M("dL)Il(J)

IBM

1M

(T(N),L)

Jj(J)

(B.6),

with M given as in (A.6) accordingly, , E A1(M, IR n) and L E COO(M, IR n).
For the Laplace operator, acting on zero forms on M, we set

(B.7)
and consider the following two subspaces of COO( M, IR n) :
I

Cgo(M-, IR n)

:=

C'N(M,IRn):=

1M K Jj(J)

{K E COO(M,IR n)

I

{k E Cgo(M,IRn)

I dk(N)

=

= O}
.. (B.8).

O}

Then the existence and uniqueness theorem [Hör] concerning the Neumann problem

- Dak ~ K

-and-

7

dk(N)

=

,
0

,

(B.9)

shows that the operator ~ is invertible for any k E CJl(M, IR n)~ ~ince th~solution of
that problem becomes unique by fixing an ~a:dditive constant, th~ Laplacian acts' as an
isomorphism ~ : C'N(M,IRn)
~ Cgo(M,IRn). Then for K:= d(~-lK) the following is
obvious:

Proposition B.I
The problem to find a one form

K

E A1(M,

IR n) obeying

dK =0

(B.IO)

and

has a unique solution, provided that K E Cgo(M, IR n).
Let us further remark that the range of Da, i.e. the space CJl(M, IR n), admits some base
of eigen-maps of ~ implying a Fourier expansion of any k E CJl(M, IR n), which is orthonormal with respect to the L2-structure B(J).
The metric 18 , introduced in section 5, defines a scalar product on Cgo(M, IR n), cf. (5.5),
as weIl as on A1(M, IR n), cf. (5.6). With respect to the later representation of 18 we
observe, however, that the map

b: A1(M,IRn)

_

--+

IR

,~ I

".'-C70::' __ .- ..~.__ ':":~C'."'--".~_-~'"

(B.lI)

M("dL}Il(J)

1M--_-oc.'o, ,.-.:'~'-_...
_

.

has as its kernel the space of all one forms, which are co-exact, i.e. obey 8, = 0, and vanish
in normal direction (,(N) = 0). The solution theorem of the Neumann problem (B.9) then
shows, that the kernel of b becomes {O},if one restricts Al (M, IR n) to the subsets of those
one forms, which obey (B.IO).
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